
Math 374, Dynamial Systems, Fall 2005Computer Projet #2Windows in the Orbit DiagramDUE DATE: Wednesday, Ot. 26th, Start of ClassThe goal of the projet is to ompare and ontrast the interesting patterns and strutures withinthe orbit diagrams of the Quadrati Family Q(x) = x2+ and the Logisti Map F�(x) = �x(1�x).You should do this by ompleting Experiment 8.3 in the ourse text, pp. 92 - 94. Use the OrbitDiagram java applet available from the Dynamial Systems and Tehnology Projet website atBoston University. You may also want to use Maple and the iteration loop from Lab 1 to hek theperiods of ertain windows in the orbit diagrams.It is required that you work in a group of two or three people. Any help you reeive froma soure other than your lab partner(s) should be aknowledged in your report. For example,a textbook, web site, another student, et. should all be appropriately referened at the end ofyour report. The projet should be typed although you do not have to typeset your mathematialnotation. For example, you an leave spae for a graph, omputations, tables, et. and then writeit in by hand later. You an also inlude graphs or omputations in an appendix at the end of yourreport. Your presentation is important and I should be able to learly read and understand whatyou are saying. Spelling mistakes and sentene fragments, for example, should not our. Only oneprojet per group need be submitted.Do the Proedure part of the experiment for both the quadrati and logisti funtions, �llingout the given hart for the period-n windows in eah generation. Note that you may need to magnifythe orbit diagram, by dragging the mouse over the desired region, repeatedly. As you zoom in, youan hange the number of iterations as well as the number of points displayed by adjusting theIterations and First Show buttons, respetively. The orbit diagram is omputed by following theorbit of the ritial point (x0 = 0 in the ase of Q and x0 = 1=2 in the ase of F�.) The reason forthis will beome lear after we over Chapter 12.One you've ompleted the proedure part of the experiment, answer Questions 2 - 5 on page94. For question #4, delete the phrase \an you" from the �rst sentene. For Question #5 (thisis the hard one!), �nd expliit formulas for some of the \darker" urves running through the orbitdiagrams. Note that this inludes the boundary urves that de�ne the top and bottom of the overallorbit diagram. A hint is to examine a histogram plot for a given parameter value and observe theorbit of the ritial point visually. You might also look at a web diagram as well. Both of these tasksan be aomplished with the java applets The Funtion Iterator and Nonlinear Web, available atthe Dynamial Systems and Tehnology Projet website.


